
Tossups from Princeton Thank You Ma'am and Loose Cannons 
1997 Questions on the Crum 

1. He spent 6 years as a youth living in a Buddhist Monastery under his real name, Saloth 
Sar. After studying carpentry at Phnom Penh, in the 1940's he joined Ho Chi Minh's 
army. In 1949, he left to study electronics in Paris, but after his scholarship was 
terminated, he returned to his home in Cambodia. FTP, name this man who led the Khmer 
Rouge in the overthrow of Lon Nol's government. 

Answer: Pol Pot 

2. Chris Hayes, Roderick Mullen, Tyrone Williams, Doug Pederson, Travis Jervey, Doug 
Evans, William Henderson, Antonio Freeman, Sean Jones, Robert Brooks, Reggie White, 
and Brett Favre. For 10 points and the Lombardi trophy, these are all players for what 
NFL team? 

Answer: The Green Bay Packers 

3. A privateer for the British in the war of Spanish Succession, in 1717 he converted a 
French warship into the 40 gun "Queen Anne's Revenge" and became notorious for raids 
along the Virginia ;:lnd Carolina coasts. His reign of terror ended when a British naval 
force under Lieutenant Robert Maynard captured his ship and decapitated him. FTP 
identify this ruthless pirate, whose real name was Edward Teach, and whose buried 
treasure has still never been found. 

Answer: Blackbeard (accept Edward _Teach_ on an early buzz) 

4. In Genesis 38, this son of Judah was ordered to sleep with his recently widowed 
sister-in-law. He refused, on the grounds that the descendants would not be his own. So 
instead, he spilled his seed on the ground. This angered God so much that he killed the poor 
fellow. FTP identify this biblical character. 

Answer: Onan 

5. Of course it's unsolvable, because there are four vertices of odd degree! 
Unfortunately, the residents of the Island of Kneiphof did not have the modern tools of 
graph theory that show that their passing back and forth over the Pregel River could 
never result in an Euler tour. FTP, identify this famous problem in mathematics that 
boggled Germans for years, shown to be insoluble by Leonhard Euler. 

Answer: the _Konigsberg Bridge_ Problem 

6. From the German for "formed", or "put together," this 20th century school of 
philosophy was a reaction to the atomistic organization of previous theories. It 
emphasized that the whole of anything is greater than its parts. FTP identify this school of 
thought, most often applied to psychology, founded by Wolfgang Kohler, Kurt Koffka and 
Max Wertheimer. 

Answer: Gestalt 

7. Under Dutch colonial rule, this city was known as Batavia. Nowadays, it has a 

population of over 8 



million people. FTP, name this metropolis on the island of Java. 
Answer: Djakarta 

8. Montano, Lodovico, Bianca, Brabantio, Emilia, and the Duke of Venice are characters in 
this tragedy, first performed in 1604 and written by William Shakespeare. FTP name 
this play, whose other characters include Cassio, lago, and Desdemona. 
Ans. _Othello_, the Moor of Venice 

9. 6th century BC businessmen mocked his wisdom because he was poor. In response, he 
used his knowledge of meteorology to predict a bumper crop of olives, cornered the market 
on olive presses, and made a fortune. He also is credited with introducing geometry to 
Greece and predicting the exact date of a solar eclipse that stopped battling armies in their 
tracks. FTP identify this philosopher, who made at least one mistake by asserting that all 
matter was made of water. 

Answer: _ Thales_ of Miletus 

10. This German novelist's first novel, written in 1959, established his literary 
reputation as the voice of his generation. The work was a colorful exaggeration of his 
experiences of creeping pre-war Nazification, the war and post-war years. FTP, name 
this author whose later works included the novella _Cat and Mouse_ and the epic novel 
_Dog Years_, and whose first novel was _The Tin Drum_. 

Ans. Gunter Grass 

11. The name's the same: an aesthetic movement in England during the late 19th century, 
inspired by John Ruskin and Augustus Pugin, which sought to reassert the value of 
handmade objects, and an activity common to most summer day camps. FTP, give the 
common term. 
Ans. The _Arts and Crafts_ Movement 

12. It featured water flowing in channels and small fountains through its buildings, 
gardens and terraces, and collecting in many basins and pools; this was intended to reflect 
the paradise described in the Koran. Part of it is a castle, and the whole area is enclosed by 
high walls. FTP, name this citadel built in Grenada by the Muslim rulers of Spain 
between 1238 and 1391. 
Ans. Alhambra 

13. _Gloriana_, _Death in Venice_, _Peter Grimes_, _The Young Person's Guide to the 
Orchestra_, and the opera _A Midsummer Night's Dream_ are all musical compositions, 
FTP, by what British composer, also known for _War Requiem_? 
Answer: Benjamin _Britten_ 

14. Among the convex polyhedra, this polyhedron is unusual in that it has the same 
number of vertices as faces, and unique in that every vertex has an edge in common with 
every other vertex. For ten points, identify this simplest of the platonic solids. 
Answer: Tetrahedron 

15. "The Secretary of State of the United States of America hereby requests all whom it 
may concern to permit the citizen / national of the United States named herein to pass 
without delay or hindrance and in case of need give all lawful aid and protection." So reads 
the text of what document issued by the US government to US Citizens travelling abroad? 

Answer: United States _Passport_ 



16. This physical constant could be expressed as a tesla amp meter squared per mole per 
degree. But it is most usefully expressed in joules per mole per degree or liter 
atmospheres per mole per degree. For ten points, identify this constant with magnitude 
8.314. 
Answer: Universal _Gas ConstanC or _R_ 

17. The Liberator, Threatening Weather, The Rape, The Lovers, Double Secret, The 
Human Condition, and The Eternal Evidence are titles of works by this twentieth 
century artist, whose works often feature men in bowler hats and tubas. FTP, name 
the F:feM::I:l surrealist painter and sculptor. Answer: Rene _Magritte_ 

C':clji""" 
18. This 725 mile-long river has its source in the northern parts of the Czech Republic. 
Its tributaries include the Vltava, Mulde, and Saale rivers. FTP, name this river that 
flows through Dresden and Hamburg on its way to the North sea. 
Answer: Elbe 

19. When faced with tough theoretical questions, Galileo occasionally passed them on to his 
colleagues. In one instance, when asked about pumping mechanisms, he enlisted the aid of a 
mathematician friend, whose work proved so successful that they named a unit of pressure 
after him. For ten points, name the man, also known for work on the barometer. 

Answer: Evangelista _ TorricellL (do not accept Torr) 

20. "I would rather discover one cause than be King of Persia," he said in one of several 
hundred fragments surviving through the works of others. Depicted on the 100-drachma 
note, this Greek thinker found the volumes of the cone and pyramid, and wrote at least 75 
lost works on many subjects. FTP, name this enemy of Plato most famous as a spearhead of 
materialism and atomism. 
Answer: Democritus 

21. In 1846 it became the 29th state to join the Union. Named after a river, it's economy 
is based almost entirely upon agriculture. FTP, what state is known as the "Nation's 
Breadbasket" and is home to the Hawkeyes? 

Answer: Iowa 

22. His job, if he chose to accept it, would have been to revamp a troubled government 
agency. He declined this "Mission Impossible", deciding not to join the illustrious ranks 
of predecessors Allen Dulles, James Schlesinger, William Casey, and George Bush. FTP, 
name the man who recently pulled his name from consideration for the post of CIA 
director? 

Answer: Anthony _Lake_ 

23. The modern name for this element found in the mineral scheelite comes from the 
Swedish for "heavy stone." It is very corrosion resistant and is used in glass-to-metal 
seals, lamp filaments, and metalworking. This element has the highest melting point of 
any element and its carbide is one of the hardest known substances. FTP, name this 
element with atomic number 74. 
Answer: Tungsten (do not accept Wolfram) 

24. Fans of the early 80's mega-Band the Police will recognize this as the title of their 
first single, featuring original guitarist Henri Padovani, but the more mundane among you 



will remember that it's one of the aftereffects of a nuclear blast. For a radioactive ten 
points, give the common term. 

Answer: Fallout 

25. Caught and executed in the US in 1780, his remains were later shipped to 
Westminster Abbey. The hero of several early American dramas, he is the title character 
in a turn-of-the-century play by Clyde Fitch. FTP, name this British major who 
received the plans for the betrayal of West Point by Benedict Arnold. 

Answer: John _Andre_ 

26. This author's _The Defense of Poesie_ introduced the ideas of Renaissance theorists to 
England. However, his most famous work is a sonnet cycle published in 1591. FTP, name 
this English courtier and poet, the author of _Arcadia_ and the "starry" sonnet cycle 
_Astrophel and Stella_? 
Ans. Sir Philip _Sidney_ 

27. The dioxide of this metal gives white paint its color and luster, is the white used in 
driving lane markers, and gives your toothpaste its clean white color. The metal itself is 
light but very strong, and is also one of the lightest metalsby atomic number. FTP, name 
this element, number 22. 

Answer: Titanium 

28. This object was etched with the inscription "Callisti". It was thrown into a banquet of 
the gods and was the pretext for the Judgment of Paris and eventually of the Trojan War 
itself. FTP, name this golden fruit planted by Eris. 
Ans. _Apple of Discord_ (prompt on apple) 



Princeton Thank You Ma'am 
Boni 
1997 Questions on the Crum 

(30) 1. Identify the European city, 30-20-10 

30 A 1739 treaty bearing its name ended a 3 year war between 
the 
Ottoman Empire and the Holy Roman Empire. 

20 The Secret Society "The Black Hand" was founded here 
in1911 by 
Col. Apis Dmitrievic 

1 0 Located at the confluence of the Danube and Sava Rivers,it 
is home 
to over 1 million Serbs. 

Answer: Belgrade 

(20) 2. Answer the following questions about medieval German 
history FTPE. a. This order was founded in 1191 at the Hospital of St 
Mary in Acre. 

Answer: The Teutonic Knights 

b. Identify the great 1410 battle between the Teutonic Knights and 
forces from Lithuania and Poland that marked the end of the Knights' 
expansion of power. 

Answer: The Battle of _ Tannenberg_ (acc Grunwald or Grunfelde) 

(30) 3. Name these two "new" Francis Bacon works for fifteen points 
each. 

Criticizing deduction, this work proposed an inductive scientific 
method, and was named for one of Aristotle's own logical texts. 

Ans. _Novum Organum_, or _New Organon_ 

An allegorical romance, it described an imaginary island, the location 
of a philosphical commonwealth based on the cultivation of the 
natural sciences. 



Answer: _The New Atlantis_ 

(30) 4. It's NCAA time! Identify these schools that won the men's 
NCAA basketball championship for 10 points from an outstanding 
player, or 5 if you need the year. 

a. 10: player: Ed Pinckney 
5: year: 1985 

Answer: _ Villanova_ Wildcats 

b. 10: player: Anderson Hunt 
5: year: 1990 

Answer: _UNLV_ Running Rebels 

c. 10: player: Butch Lee 
5: year: 1977 

Answer: _Marquette_ Warriors 

(30) 5. Show your knowledge of human vertebrae by answering these 
questions: a) For 5 points, how many vertebrae do humans have? 
Answer: 33 
b) For 5 points each, put the following regions of the spine in order 
from highest, near the head, to lowest: lumbar vertebrae, coccyx, 
thoracic vertebrae, cervical vertebrae, sacrum. 
Answer: (From the top:) cervical vertebrae, thoracic vertebrae, 
lumbar vertebrae, sacrum, coccyx 

(30) 6. The Alamo may have been the most famous battle in Texas' 
War for Independence, but it certainly wasn't the most successful. 
One month later the Texan forces crushed Santa Ana in the final 
battle of the war. FTP each, name the battle, the Texan commander, 
and his cavalry leader, who succeeded his commander as president of 
the republic several years later. 

Answers: 

San Jacinto_ 
Sam Houston_ 
Mirabeau Lamar_ 

(30) 7. Name these volcanoes from their descriptions. 



(5) This volcano on the island of Sicily is still active. 
Answer: Mount Etna 

(10) In 1883 this island volcano in the Dutch East Indies erupted with 
a power estimated to be equivalent to 3,000 Hiroshima-sized atomic
bomb blasts. 

Answer: Krakatoa 

(15) This volcano became famous in 1943 when it was literally born 
overnight in a Mexican cornfield. In just seven years it grew to a 
height of 7,450 feet. 

Answer: Paricutin 

(30) 8. I'll give you the common name of an organism, and you give me 
the genus for the organism. Ten points each. 

1 . Boa constrictor 
2. Common mushroom 
3. Lime 

Answer: Boa (indeed, it is Boa constrictor) 
Answer: Agaricus 

Answer: Citrus 

(25) 9. Hindu society is known for its rigid caste system. For five 
points each, and a five point bonus for all correct, name the four 
groups in the Hindu caste system. 

Answer: _Brahmin_, _ksatriyas_, _vaisyas_, and sudras (accept 
any reasonable pronunciation; _untouchables_ is acceptable for 
sudras) 

(30) 10. 0, for a muse of college bowl! For ten pOints each, I'll give 
you the discipline, and you name the muse. 
1) history Ans. _Clio_ 
2) dance Ans. _ Terpsichore_ (terp-SIK-ur-ee) 
3) lyric poetry Ans. _Euterpe_ (you-TER-pee) 

(30) 11. Literary chain bonus!. Given a description of a mixed-up 
novel and its two authors, give the chained name FTP each. 

1) Geoffrey Chaucer and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's pilgrims never get out 
Tabard. Ans. _The Canterbury Tales of a Wayside Inn_ 

2) He 
rman Wouk and Marcel Proust discuss the Ardennes forest over madeleines. 

Ans. _War and Remembrance of Things Pase 
3) Lewis Carroll and Tennessee Williams view a phantasmagorical collection 



of animals. 
Ans. _Through the Looking Glass Menagerie_ 

(30) 12. 30-20-10 Identify this writer from works 
30 The Real Life of Sebastian Knight 
20 Pale Fire 
10 Lolita 
Ans. Vladimir _Nabokov_ 

(30) 13. Identify the animal, 30-20-10 

30: It was first described by Sir Robert Sibbald from two specimens he 
found on a beach in 1685 

20: It was immortalized in a large sculpture in the American Museum of 
Natural History in New York. 

10: It is the largest animal ever to have lived, with an average weight of 
130 tons. 

Answer: Blue Whale_ (prompt on "whale") 

(30) 14. Identify these ballet terms for 10 poing each 

1) Bending the legs from a standing position 
Ans. _plie_ (plee-A Y) 

2) Bending the knees as far as possible while keeping the heels on the 
ground. Ans. _demi-plie_ (DEH-mee-plee-ay) 

3) Jumping from one leg to the other. 
Ans. jete_ (zheh-TAY) 

(30) 15. 30-20-10 Identify the composer 

30 pts. - This composer's genial nature earned him the nickname "Papa". 
20 pts. - He was prominent in the development of the string quartet but 
his greatest work was inspired by the oratorios of Handel which he heard 
during visits to England. 
10 pts. - He is most famous for his oratorio entitled _The Creation 

Ans. Joseph _Haydn_ 

(30) 16. How much do you know about computer-related acronyms? You 
can 
answer a pair of easy acronyms for five points each, or a much tougher 
pair for fifteen points each. Choose now: 



Easy (five points each) 
1. CPU Answer: Central Processing Unit 
2. RAM Answer: Random Access Memory 

Hard (fifteen points each) 
1. MMU Answer: Memory Management Unit 
2. IDE Answer: Integrated Drive Electronics 

(20) 17. After decades of invincibility, the famous Red Baron was finally 
shot down by everyone's favorite beagle in a 1967 hit song. For five 
points, name the canine conqueror, and for fifteen, name the band that 
detailed his exploits. 

Answer: Snoopy, The Royal Guardsmen 

(30) 18. It's time for the French literature bonus. Identify the 
authors 
for the stated number of points. 

(5) Writing in the later half of the 17th century, this playwright is 
known for comedies such as _Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme_ (boor
ZHWAH 
ZHOHN-teel-ome) and satires such as _Le Misanthrope_. 

Ans. Moliere_ 

(10) - This Enlightenment writer, after leaving France, had his 
Encyclopedia published by Catherine the Great. 

Ans. Denis _DideroC 

(15) This 17th century author is best known for adapting the 
fables of Aesop into poetry in a series of six books. 

Ans. Jean De _La Fontaine_ 

(30) 19. The American Museum of Natural History sponsored several 
large expeditions into Central Asia in the 1920's, but no other 
Westerners were allowed into the Gobi desert for over 60 years 
afterward. For fifteen points each, name the charismatic, gun-toting 
leader of the 1920's expeditions and his successor, the grunge-rock 
loving leader of the 1990 effort. 

Answer: Roy Chapman _Andrews_. Michael _Novacek_ 



(20) 20. When a solid object is placed under load, the deformation it 
undergoes is classified into two types. In one type, the object 
returns to its original shape after the load is removed. In the other, 
the object stays permanently deformed, even after the deforming 
stress is discontinued. For ten points each, name these two 
deformation modes. 

Answers: Elastic, Plastic 

(30) 21. How well do you remember the classic arcade game, 1941? 
For ten points apiece, name any three of the six Japanese aircraft 
carriers which took part in the Pearl Harbor Raid. 

Answer: Akagi, Kaga, Soryu, Hiryu, Shokaku, Zuikaku 

(30) 22. Given a country, for ten points, all or nothing, name the 
three most populous cities in that country. 

New Zealand 
Belgium 
Brazil 

A: Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch 
A: Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent 
A: Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Salvador 

(30) 23. Let us SEE what you know about the SEA. FTPE, give the 

work from which the following quotes are taken. Five points if you 

need the author. 10: Alone, alone, all, all, alone; Alone on a wide, wide 

sea. 

5: Author: Samuel Taylor Coleridge 

Answer: Rime of the Ancient Mariner 
10: There is, one knows not what sweet mystery about this sea, whose 
gently awful stirrings seem to speak of some hidden soul beneath. 

5: Author: Herman Melville 

A: Moby Dick 

10: And then, as never on land, he knows the truth that his world is a 
water world, a planet dominated by its covering mantle of ocean, in 



which the continents are but transient intrusions of land above the 
surface of the all-encircling sea. 

5: Author: Rachel Carson 

A: The Sea Around Us 

(30) 24. For five points apiece, plus an additional five for all five 
correct, name the members of the all-female heavy metal band Cycle 
Sluts from Hell, composers of the classic "I Wish You Were a Beer". 

Queen Vixen 
Honey 1%er 
Venus Penis Crusher 
Lord Roadkill 
She-Fire of Ice 

(30) 25. Though better known for his poetry, Robert Frost wrote two 
playlets, concerning the Biblical stories of Job and Jonah 
respectively. For fifteen points each, name these two playlets. 

Answers: _A Masque of Reason_ and _A Masque of Mercy_ 

(30) 26. How well do you remember your financial mathematics? 
Make big money off of the following questions FTPE 

a. What term describes an option that gives the holder the 
right to buy stock at a specified price at some point in the future? 

Answer: A _call_ option 

b. What pricing model developed in 1973 forms the basis of almost 
all 

derivative evaluation? 

Answer: The _Black-Scholes option_ pricing model 

c. What reptilian strategy involves buying 2 puts at one strike price, 
1 

call above, and 1 call below? 

Answer: An _alligator_ spread 



(25) 27. Classify these artists as Rococo, Neo-Classical, Fauvist, or 
Dadaist. 5 points for each correct answer, and a 5 point bonus for all 
correct. 

1) Maurice Vlaminck Ans. FauvisC 
2) Jacques-Louis David Ans. _Neo-ClassicaL 
3) Max Ernst Ans. _DadaisC 
4) Jean Honore Fragonard Ans. Rococo_ 




